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Summary. — We discuss some recent developments of the geometric theory of the
Recursion Operators (Generating Operators) for Caudrey-Beals-Coifman systems
(CBC systems) on semisimple Lie algebras. As is well known the essence of this
interpretation is that the Recursion Operators could be considered as adjoint to
Nijenhuis tensors on certain infinite-dimensional manifolds. In particular, we discuss
the case when there are Zp reductions of Mikhailov type.
PACS 02.40.Hw – Classical differential geometry.
PACS 02.40.Ma – Global differential geometry.
1. – Introduction
The present article is about the theory of the soliton equations and the Recursion
Operators as one of the principal tools in this theory, in particular about the gauge-
covariant theory of these operators. The concept of the gauge-equivalent soliton equations
originates from the paper of Zakharov and Mikhailov [1], where it has been applied to
reveal some connections in the integrable equations in field theory, but the most popular
is the example of the gauge equivalence between the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
(NLS) iϕt +ϕxx +2ϕ|ϕ|2 = 0, limx→±∞ ϕ(x) = 0 and the Heisenberg Ferromagnet (HF)
equation: St = − 12i [S, Sxx] with S(x) being a sl(2,C)-valued function such that S† = −S,
limx→±∞ S(x) = σ3 = diag (1,−1), S2(x) = 1 and “†” means Hermitian conjugation.
As is well known, a characteristic property of the soliton equations is that they have Lax
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representation, that is they can be represented as [L,A] = 0, where L and A are linear
operators in x and t, respectively:
L = i∂x + U(q, qx, . . . , λ), A = i∂t + V (q, qx, . . . , λ).
In the above U, V are matrix functions depending on a “potential” q in terms of which
the corresponding soliton equation is written and λ a spectral parameter. The NLS
equation has Lax representation [L,A] = 0, where the operator L is defined by the
system Lψ = (i∂x + q − λσ3)ψ = 0 known as Zakharov-Shabat (ZS) system. Here the





x→±∞ q±(x) = 0.
To get the NLS we put q+(x) = ϕ(x), q−(x) = ϕ∗(x), where ∗ means complex conjugation
and A has the form i∂t+V , where V is matrix polynomial of degree 2 in λ with first coef-
ficient λ2σ3, depending on q and qx. From its side HF equations has a Lax representation
[L˜, A˜] = 0 with L˜ being defined by the linear system (i∂x−λS(x))ψ˜ = L˜ψ˜ = 0. Zakharov
and Takhtadjan [2] showed that the operators L,A and L˜, A˜ are gauge equivalent, that is
L˜ = ψ−10 Lψ0, A˜ = ψ
−1
0 Aψ0 where ψ0 satisfies Lψ0 = 0 for λ = 0 and limx→∞ ψ0(x) = 1,
limx→−∞ ψ0(x) = T−1(0) where T (λ) is the so-called transition matrix. In particular,
(1) L˜ = i∂x − λS(x), S = ψ−10 σ3ψ0.
The above shows that the gauge-equivalence is a kind of changing the variables transfor-
mation which takes NLS into HF. This result has been extended in two directions:
First direction. A correspondence has been established between the hierarchies of
soliton systems associated with L and L˜, their conservation laws, Hamiltonian structures,
etc. This has been achieved through the theory of Recursion Operators Λ and Λ˜ related
to L and L˜, respectively, [3].
Second Direction. The Recursion Operator theory was generalized for the auxiliary
linear problems of the type
(i∂x + q(x)− λJ)ψ = Lψ = 0,
(i∂x − λS(x)) ψ˜ = L˜ψ˜ = 0.
(2)
In (2) L is the so-called generalized Zakharov-Shabat system (GZS) (when J is real)
and Caudrey-Beals-Coifman (CBC) system [4, 5] when J is complex. The potential
q(x) and J belong to a fixed simple Lie algebra g in some finite-dimensional irreducible
representation. The element J is regular, that is the kernel of ad J is a Cartan subalgebra
h ⊂ g. q(x) belongs to the orthogonal completion h⊥ = g¯ of h with respect to the Killing
form 〈X,Y 〉 = tr (adX ad Y ), X,Y ∈ g and limx→±∞ q(x) = 0. The system L˜ is referred
as GZS system (or CBC) system in pole gauge in contrast to L which is referred as GZS
(CBC) system in canonical gauge. In L˜ the potential S(x) takes values in the orbit of
J in the adjoint representation of g and satisfies limx→±∞ S(x) = J±. By analogy with
sl(2) the first nonlinear systems in the hierarchies of soliton equations corresponding to
L and L˜ are called NLS and HF type equations, respectively.
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Finally, the gauge-equivalence between soliton equations hierarchies has been given a
geometric interpretation [6, 7] using the theory of the Poisson-Nijenhuis manifolds.
Since the theory of the Recursion Operators for the system L˜ could be obtained
with a gauge transformation from that for L we speak about gauge-covariant theory of
Recursion Operators for the CBC system, [3,8,9,7]. A complete bibliography about the
above topics one can find in the monograph book [7]. However, it reflects the situation
prior to 2008. Since then there appeared a new trend, namely to incorporate in the
theory of the Recursion Operators the Mikhailov-type reductions, [10-12]. Let us briefly
introduce them. Suppose that we have Lax representation [L(λ),M(λ)] = 0, where L
and M are given below and U, V are matrix functions:
L(λ)ψ(x, t, λ) = (i∂x + U(x, t, λ))ψ(x, t, λ) = 0,
M(λ)ψ(x, t, λ) = (i∂t + V (x, t, λ))ψ(x, t, λ) = 0.
(3)
The Mikhailov’s reduction group GR [10-12] is a finite group which preserves the Lax rep-
resentation. GR has two realizations: GR acts on the algebra through automorphisms, or
through complex conjugations and on C as subgroup of the group of the conformal maps
of C. For example, for Mikhailov reduction groups GR generated by an automorphisms
for each element g ∈ GR we have an automorphism or a complex conjugation A, (we
denote by the same letter the automorphism of the Lie group and the automorphism of
the corresponding Lie algebra) and a holomorphic map γ. Suppose
(4) A(U(γ(λ))) = U(λ), A(V (γ(λ))) = V (λ).
Then one can see that if ψ(x, λ) is a solution of (3), A(ψ(x, γ(λ)) also is. Alterna-
tively, one can say that the reduction group acts on the fundamental solutions of the
above system as just described, then as easily seen we must have the relations (4).
Since Mikhailov’s reductions group preserves the Lax representation, it is a powerful
tool for obtaining algebraic constraints of U(x, t.λ) and V (x, t.λ) which are automati-
cally compatible with the evolution given by [L,M ] = 0, see [10-13] and [14, 15]. The
reductions defined by complex conjugations are perhaps the easiest to study, one puts
then γ(λ) = λ∗ and they lead to Z2 reductions. The effect of such a reduction is that we
restrict ourselves to the corresponding real form of the initial Lie algebra g. We of course
can have two (or more) complex conjugations etc. More interesting things occur when
we have reductions defined by an automorphism K of g having finite order p, the effect
of which on the Recursion Operators spectral theory for CBC in canonical gauge which
has been considered recently in [15]. So below we shall concentrate on the case. Let us
also remark that the geometric theory in case of some particular choices of the reductions
has been also studied, in this respect we would like to mention the works [16, 17] (for
system L) and [18-20] (for the system L˜). However, the works treating systems with
reductions concentrate either on L [15] or on L˜ and until now there is little about treat-
ing L and L˜ simultaneously. In [21] we made an effort to do it for the so-called GMV
system, [22, 23], using the spectral approach but the issue deserves to be considered in
more generality. Now we want to discuss the possibilities that exist using the geometric
approach.
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2. – Preliminaries
Now let us describe the things more precisely. We assume that Mikhailov reduction
group GM is generated by one element, which we denote by g0. We define its action on
the fundamental solutions ψ of the CBC system to be
g0(ψ(x, λ)) = K(ψ(x, ω−1λ)),(5)
where K will be the automorphism of the connected Lie group G corresponding to auto-
morphism of finite order p of the algebra g, denoted by the same letter K. Important class
of such automorphisms are the Coxeter automorphisms, then p is the so-called Coxeter
number. We also assume that in the above ω = exp(2πip ). Since g
p
0 = id the reduction
group GM is isomorphic to Zp and the reduction defined by (5) immediately leads to
KJ = ωJ and Kq = q. Thus the automorphism K preserves the Cartan subalgebra h,
recall that h = ker ad J .
When there is automorphism K of g finite order p leaving h invariant its possible
eigenvalues are ωs, s = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, ω = exp 2πip , denote its eigenspaces by g[s]K . (If
ωs is not an eigenvalue we assume that g[s]K = 0). Since for K the spaces h and g¯ are
invariant the eigenspace g[s]K splits into g¯
[s]
K ⊕ h[s]K , g¯[s]K ⊂ g¯K , h[s]K ⊂ h so that
(6) g¯ = ⊕p−1s=0 g¯[s]K , h = ⊕p−1s=0h[s]K .
We have that J ∈ h[1] and the assumption on the potential q means that q takes values
in g¯[0]K . In particular, this means that
ad J(g¯
[s]
K ) ⊂ g¯[s+1]K , ad−1J (g¯[s]K ) ⊂ g¯[s−1]K , ad q(g[s]K ) ⊂ g[s]K(7)
(the superscripts are understood modulo p).
The main result obtained in [15] for the reductions of the above type for the Recursion
Operators related to the CBC system in could be formulated as follows: In case we have
Zp reductions defined by an automorphism, for the expansions of functions taking values
in a fixed space g¯[s] the role of the Recursion Operators are played by the p-th powers of
the operators Λ±.
3. – Recursion Operators. Geometric approach
The key ingredients for the geometric picture are the notion of a Poisson tensor,
Nijenhuis tensor and a coupled Poisson and Nijenhuis tensors, so called P-N structure.
As known ifM is a manifold, then a Poisson tensor (Poisson structure) onM is a field of
skew-symmetric linear maps m → Pm : T ∗m → Tm (Tm and T ∗m are the cotangent and the
tangent spaces at m ∈M) such that the so-called Schouten bracket [P, P ]S vanishes. This
ensures that on the space of closed forms (and as a consequence on the functions on M
we have a Poisson bracket. If α, β are closed forms, it is defined as {α, β}P = −d(α, Pβ)
where ( , ) is the canonical pairing between vectors and co-vectors. A Nijenhujis tensor
(Nijenhuis structure) on M is a field of linear maps m → Nm : Tm → Tm such that the
so-called Nijenhuis bracket [N,N ] is zero. In such a short review we cannot give references
and definitions about all the objects since this means to mention hundreds of works and
we want just to outline the geometric theory of the Recursion Operators. Let us only
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mention that it has been first suggested by F. Magri [24,25], see also [26]. Later, a slightly
different approach to integrabilitys has been developed in [27-32], underlying that the
properties of the Nijenhuis tensor are essential. One can find comprehensive bibliography
of the theory prior to 2005 in [7]. We refer to that book also for the properties of Poisson
tensor and Nijenhuis tensor. Finally, we say that on the manifold M is defined P-
N structure (Poisson-Nijenhuis structure) if on M are defined simultaneously Poisson
tensor P and Nijenhuis tensor N which satisfy the following coupling conditions:
(8)
a) NP = PN∗,
b) PLN(X)(α)− PLX(N∗α) + LP (α)(N)(X) = 0,
for arbitrary choice of the vector field X and the 1-form α. By LX is denoted the Lie
derivative with respect the vector field X. The structure we described seems rather
exotic, but in fact in the theory of the soliton equations it is common. As is known
in almost every approach to the theory of completely integrable systems one can notice
that a crucial role is played by the so-called compatible Poisson tensors, also called
Hamiltonian pairs, see for example [33]. They can be used to construct P-N manifolds.
Two Poisson tensors P and Q are compatible if the tensor P + Q is Poisson tensor too.
The following construction is basic for the construction of P-N manifolds: Let P and Q
are Poisson tensors on the manifoldM. Let Q−1 exists and is smooth field of continuous
linear mappings m → Q−1m . Then the tensor fields N = P ◦ Q−1 and Q endow the
manifold with P-N structure. Conversely, if the N is Nijenhuis tensor field, satisfying the
coupling conditions with the Poisson tensor Q then Q and N ◦Q ≡ NQ are compatible
Poisson tensors on M.
The application of the P-N structures are motivated by the interesting features of
their fundamental fields and the fact that they define also hierarchies of Poisson tensors.
The field X is called fundamental for the P-N structure if LXN = 0, LXP = 0. In the
following theorem are collected the most essential properties of the fundamental fields. In
fact this theorem gives the geometric interpretation of the properties of the Generating
Operators.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be P-N manifold. Let χ∗N be the set of 1-forms α satisfying the
conditions dα = 0, dN∗α = 0. χ∗N (M) is called the set of fundamental forms. Then
the set of vector fields χPN (M) consisting of Xα = P (α) such that dα = 0, dN∗α = 0
are fundamental for the P-N structure. The vector spaces χPN (M) and χ∗N (M) are
Lie algebras (with respect to the Lie bracket and Poisson bracket respectively) and P is
homomorphism between these algebras:
(9) [Xα,Xβ ] = −P{α, β}P .
The above algebras are invariant with respect of the action of N (N∗) and N (N∗)
commute with the Lie algebra operation:
N∗{α, β}P = {N∗α, β}P = {α,N∗β}P ; α, β ∈ χ∗N (M),(10)
N [Xα,Xβ ] = [NXα,Xβ ] = [Xα, NXβ ]; Xα,Xβ ∈ χPN (M).
The most remarkable properties of the P-N structure are referred as “hereditary” prop-
erties, it means that N moves fundamental fields into fundamental fields and generates
also a hierarchy P-N structures. More precisely, if M is P-N manifold, we have
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1. On M there is infinite number of P-N structures defined by the pairs (NkP,Ns),
k, s = 1, 2, . . . .
2. If α, β ∈ χ∗N (M) are in involution (Xα and Xβ commute) then for arbitrary natural
numbers m and n the forms (N∗)mα, (N∗)nβ are also in involution (the fields
(N)mXα and (N)nXβ commute).
3. The fields of the type (N)kXα are Hamiltonian with respect to the hierarchy of
symplectic forms P,NP, . . . NkP . If N−1 exists the hierarchy is infinite and consists
of the Poisson tensors of the type NrP where r is integer.
One can see that in order to obtain a P-N structure from a pair of compatible Poisson
tensors one of them should be invertible. It can happen that it is not the case so the
way out of this problem is to restrict the Poisson tensors on some submanifold where
one will have the desired property. This is not automatic and in fact one has restriction
theorems for Poisson structures and for P-N structures. We just mention that since we
cannot go into more details here, for such results see [7, 34,35].
4. – Geometric theory for the g-CBC Recursion Operators in canonical gauge
For a subspace a ⊂ g let us denote by F(a) the set of smooth, fast decreasing functions:
f : R → a. Clearly, F(g) and F(h) are Lie algebras too if we define the Lie bracket of
two functions f, g point-wise. Also, admitting some lack of rigor we shall identify F(g)
and F(g)∗ using the bilinear form 〈〈X,Y 〉〉 =
+∞∫
−∞
〈X(x), Y (x)〉dx, X,Y ∈ F(g). A general
fact from the theory of the Poisson structures used for the equations that can be solved
via CBC linear problem is that on the infinite-dimensional manifold M = F(g), we have
the following compatible Poisson tensors (after identifying F(g) and with F(g)∗):
(11) Q0q(ξ) = −ad ξJ, P 0q (ξ) = −ad ξq + i∂xξ; q(x), ξ(x) ∈ F(g).
The tensor Q0 is not kernel free and therefore we cannot find (Q0)−1. Fortunately one
can restrict Q0 on some integral leaf of the distribution im (Q0) and then the restricted
tensor will be nondegenerate. One of these leafs is the manifold M0 = F(g¯) to which the
“potential” of the CBC linear problem belongs. Then one can find that the restriction
Q of Q0 has the same form, that is Q = ad J . As to P 0, it can be shown that it also
admits restriction P to M0, if π0(α) = α ∈ T ∗q (M0) then
(12) P (α) = i∂xα + π0([q, α]) + [q, i(1− π0)
x∫
−∞
[q, α](y)dy ] ,
where by π0 is denoted the projection on the orthogonal complement of the Cartan
subalgebra.
Now it is possible to obtain the Nijenhuis tensor N = P ◦Q−1 = PQ−1 and it turns
out that we have N∗ = Λ±, where
Λ±(X(x)) =(13)
ad−1J
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In other words the adjoint of N is exactly the Recursion Operator we have for L, [7].
(During the calculations we must restrict to forms on which the action of the two oper-
ators Λ± is the same). Finally, one finds that the fields XB : q → XB(q) = [B, q], B ∈ h
and the forms αB : q → αB(q) = ad−1J [B, q] are fundamental for the P-N structure. To
these fields (forms) correspond the soliton equations solvable through the CBC system.
The above, together with the properties of the P-N manifolds explains geometrically the
remarkable properties of the Recursion Operators rigorously obtained using expansions
over adjoint solutions.
When there are reductions defined by an automorphism K as described in Prelimi-
naries, the manifold of potentials is restricted to the submanifold N = F(g¯[0]K ). Since N
is a vector space we identify its tangent space at some q with F(g¯[0]K ) and using the non
degeneracy of the form 〈〈 , 〉〉 we identify with F(g¯[0]K ) also the cotangent space at q.
From the expression for N we see that if X ∈ F(g¯[s]K )
NX = [i∂xX + π0ad q + iad q(1− π0)∂−1x ad q]ad−1J X ∈ F(g¯[s−1]K ),(14)
NF(g¯[s]K ) ⊂ F(g¯[s−1]K ), ad JF(g¯[s]K ) = F(g¯[s−1]K ).
In particular, N(Tq(N )) = NF(g¯[0]K ) ⊂ F(g¯[p−1]K ) so N does not allow restriction on N .
However, as easily seen, Np allows restriction and is of course a Nijenhuis tensor on N .
Similarly, one sees that the Poisson tensor field Q = ad J restricted on N reduces to zero.
Then of course one can try to restrict P since, as easily seen PF(g¯[s]K ) ⊂ F(g¯[s]K ). One
finds that P can be restricted and the restriction P¯ has the same form, so we shall still
denote it by P .
Since P allows a restriction onN let us recall that ifM is endowed with P-N structure,
where P is a Poisson tensor and N is a Nijenhuis tensor, then for natural k and s each
pair (NkP = (N∗)kP,Ns) endows M with a P-N structure. Thus we conclude that now
N is endowed with the P-N structure given by P and Np. Since N∗ = Λ± we see that
the geometric picture also gives that in the case of Zp reduction the role of the Recursion
Operator is played by Λp±.
The last thing that remains to be done is to calculate the integrable equations (funda-
mental fields) related to the P-N structure we just introduced. Clearly not all the fields
from the hierarchies generated by the fields XB = [B, q], B ∈ h will be tangent to the
submanifold N so we must find which of the fields from the hierarchies “survive” the
reduction. We arrive therefore to the result that the hierarchies of fundamental fields are:
(15) Nkp+sXB , B ∈ g[s]K , s = 0, 1, . . . p− 1; k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
(in fact the general hierarchies are obtained taking finite linear combinations of these
fields with constant coefficients but this is the usual way the things are referred to).
5. – Geometric theory for the g-CBC Recursion Operators in pole gauge
Now we are going to consider the pole gauge situation. Fixing the element J for
the GZS g-system take the manifold N of all the smooth function S(x) with domain
R, taking values in the orbit QJ . Also, S(x) tends fast enough to some constant values
when x → ±∞. Naturally, N can be considered as submanifold ofM0 —the manifold of
smooth functions with values in g tending fast enough to constant values when x→ ±∞.
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Then it is reasonable to assume that the tangent space TS(M0) = F(g) and the tangent
space TS(N ) at S consists of all the smooth functions X : R → g that tend to zero
fast enough when x → ±∞ and such that at each point they are orthogonal to S(x).
We denote that space by F(h⊥S ). We shall also assume that the dual space T
∗
S(M0) is
identified by T ∗S(M0) via the inner product 〈〈 , 〉〉.
The first fact with which we start is that the fields of operators
α → P ′(α) = i∂xα, α → Q(α) = ad S(α),(16)
S ∈M0 = F(g), α ∈ T ∗S(M)
could be interpreted as Poisson tensors on the manifold M. Let us also mention the
tensor Q is the canonical Kirillov tensor which acquires this form because coadjoint and
adjoint representation are equivalent.
We are not going to repeat in detail all the procedure of reducing these tensors
on N , it is very much the same as in the canonical gauge. The Poisson tensors P ′ and
Q could be restricted from the manifold M to the manifold N using some restriction
theorems, [34,35]. The restriction is easy to do in abstract terms but explicit expressions
through S and its derivatives are of course something different. For the lowest rank
case (rank 1 or g = sl (2,C)) the formula for N (or Λ) has been obtained in various
works quite long ago, in the 80-ties, while for the case g = sl (3,C) it has been obtained
in [18] and for g = sl (n,C) in 2012, [20]. As before one can check that N˜∗ = Λ˜± where
Λ˜± = Ad (ψ0)Λ±Ad (ψ0) is exactly the operator suggested by the spectral approach. In
fact this is the story for the general case also. Then the rest of the theory is developed just
as in case of canonical gauge CBC. One could also continue and investigate what happens
with the P-N structure when L˜ with a Zp reduction defined by an inner authomorphism
H of order p (X → H(X) = HXH−1) and such that H(S) = HSH−1 = ωS. We shall
not repeat here these considerations, everything is just the same as in the case of the
canonical gauge but there is a way to do this faster in another way, considering L and
L˜ simultaneously, that is, in a gauge-covariant way. We are going to do this in the next
section.
6. – The map q → S[q]
Let q(x) be the potential in the CBC linear problem and let q → Ψ[q] be a function
depending on q(x), it could be for example a Jost solution ψ(x, λ) for fixed λ (in particular
ψ0), an asymptotic of such solution, the transition matrix or some of its components,
S[q], etc. Suppose X be a vector field on the space of potential, we shall denote it δq,
when we need to mention X explicitly we shall write δXq. Then the Gateau derivative
of Ψ in the direction of X will be denoted by δΨ[q] or simply by δΨ. Our first goal will
be to calculate some useful derivatives. To this end we start with F ([q]) = S = ψ−10 Jψ0
and we readily get





Next we calculate the derivative δψ0. Taking into account that i∂xψ0 + qψ0 = 0 we
obtain i∂x(δψ0) + δqψ0 + qδψ0 = 0 or equivalently
i∂x(δψ0)ψˆ0 + δq + qδψ0ψˆ0 = 0,
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where the notation ψˆ0 = ψ−10 is used. The above can be transformed into
i∂x(δψ0ψˆ0)− δψ0(i∂xψˆ0) + δq + qδψ0ψˆ0 = 0,
which taking into account the identity ∂xψ−10 = −ψ−10 ∂xψ0ψ−10 gives
(18) i∂x(δψ0ψˆ0) + [q, δψ0ψˆ0] = −δq.
Taking the projections of this equation on the subalgebra h and its orthogonal comple-
ment h⊥ = g¯ we get
i∂x(δψ0ψˆ0)d + [q, (δψ0ψˆ0)d]a = 0,(19)
i∂x(δψ0ψˆ0)a + [q, (δψ0ψˆ0)d] + [q, (δψ0ψˆ0)a]d = −δq,
where for given X ∈ g we denote by Xd the projection (1 − π0)X and by Xa the
projection π0X. Integrating the first equation we obtain
(20) (δψ0ψˆ0)d = i
x∫
±∞
(1− π0)[q, π0(δψ0ψˆ0)]dy + (δψ0ψˆ0)d±
where (δψ0ψˆ0)d± = limx→±∞(δψ0ψˆ0)
d and introducing the above into the second equation
gives
(21) ad JΛ±(δψ0ψˆ0)a = −[q, (δψ0ψˆ0)d±]− δq.
If we have two bi-orthogonal bases {Bi}ri=1 and {Bi}ri=1 of h, that is two bases such that
〈Bi, Bj〉 = δji , we can cast the above formula into the form
(22) δq = −ad JΛ±(δψ0ψˆ0)a + [Bj , q]〈Bj , (δψ0ψˆ0)±〉,
where (δψ0ψˆ0)± = δψ0ψˆ0(±∞) and summation over repeated indexes is assumed.
Using (17) the above gives
(23) δq = −ad JΛ±ad−1J π0(ψ0δSψˆ0) + [Bj , q]〈Bj , (δψ0ψˆ0)±〉
and applying to the both sides Ad (ψˆ0) we get
δ˜q = −ad SΛ˜±ad−1S δS + [B˜j , q˜]〈Bj , (δψ0ψˆ0)±〉
where if Z(x) is a function with values in g we denote by Z˜(x) the function ψˆ0Zψ0. This
formula could be transformed further if we express q˜ through S. The last can be achieved
if we differentiate S = ψˆ0Jψ0. Then we get
iSx = −[S, ψˆ0qψ0] = −[S, q˜]⇒ q˜ = −iad−1S Sx.
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Thus finally
(24) δ˜q = −ad SΛ˜±ad−1S δS + i[ad −1S Sx, B˜j ]〈Bj , (δψ0ψˆ0)±〉
or equivalently
(25) δ˜q = −N˜±δS + i[ad−1S Sx, B˜j ]〈Bj , (δψ0ψˆ0)±〉
where N˜± = Λ˜∗±. In fact if we denote by F the map taking q to S then the formu-
lae (23),(24),(25) give the Gateau derivative of F−1.
Let us make one final remark. In the applications that are known the components of
ψ0(±∞) are either constant or are integrals of motion for the hierarchies of integrable
equations that are related to L, so in fact in all the calculations one can assume that
δψ0(±∞) = 0 which simplifies these calculations considerably, in fact we can write
(26) δ˜q = −N˜±δS = −ad SΛ˜±ad−1S δS.
Let us find the correspondence between gauge-equivalent equations. In order to sim-
plify our task note that the operators Λ± could be made to act formally on functions
that take values not only in g¯ but in g. In particular, taking a constant element B ∈ h we
immediately get Λ±B = ad−1J [q,B] = −ad−1J [B, q]. Applying to this expression Ad (ψˆ0)
we get
(27) ψˆ0(ad−1J [B, q])ψ0 = −iad−1S [B˜, ad−1S Sx] = −Λ˜±B˜.
The formulae obtained in the above permit to obtain in a purely geometric way the
transformation from the hierarchy of NLEEs associated with L to the hierarchy associated
with L˜. Indeed, as well known, the hierarchy associated with L has the form







(B here has the same meaning as in the above). Let us apply to both sides the transfor-
mation Ad (ψˆ0). Assume that δq = qt where the evolution is taken along one the vector










+ (Λ˜±)nπ˜0B = 0.
As to the relation between the P-N structures related with L and L˜ respectively, it is
well known that if we use the map F in order to obtain from the P-N structure for L the
P-N structure for L˜ we have, see [7]
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Theorem 6.1. With the notation we had the above
N˜ = [dF ] ◦N ◦ [dF ]−1,(31)
Q˜ = ad S = [dF ] ◦N2 ◦Q ◦ ([dF ])∗ = N˜2[dF ] ◦Q ◦ ([dF ])∗.
(In these formulae the terms containing ψ0(±∞) have been disregarded). From the above
equations easily follows that
(32) N˜sQ˜ = N˜s+2[dF ] ◦Q ◦ ([dF ])∗.
giving the famous “shift by 2” in the Hamiltonian structures related to L and L˜. Note
also that we obviously have
(33) P˜ = N˜Q˜ = N˜2[dF ] ◦NQ ◦ ([dF ])∗ = N˜2[dF ] ◦ P ◦ ([dF ])∗.
6.1. Zp reductions. – Consider now the impact of reductions of Zp type defined by
an inner automorphism X → K(X) = KXK−1 (Kp = 1), that is, for the CBC system
L = i∂x + q − λJ we have Kq = q, KJ = ωJ where ω = 2πip . Since ψ0 a solution of the
equation i∂xψ0 + qψ0 = 0 and since Kq = KqK−1 = q one has that Kψ0 = ψ0H with
some constant matrix H. Thus ψˆ0Kψ0 = H and Bp = 1. An important observation is
that we can assume here H not only independent of x, but also independent of q. Indeed,
usually ψ0 is the Jost solution for λ = 0 or it is a Jost solution multiplied by a constant
matrix. In both cases ψ0(−∞) = R and R does not depend on q since RˆKR = H. As a
consequence, from the above we have
HSH−1 = Hψˆ0Jψ0H−1 = ψˆ0KJK−1ψ0 = ψˆ0ωJK−1ψ0 = ωS.
Then we obtain that L˜ = i∂x − λS allows reduction of Zp type defined by an inned
automorphism X → H(X) = HXH−1 (Hp = 1). Note also that
(34) Ad (ψˆ0(x))K = HAd (ψˆ0(x)).
Denote the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues ωs (as usual s is understood
modulo p) for the automorphisms K and H by g[s]K and g[s]H , respectively.
Using the properties of the automorphism K (the fact that it commutes with the
projection π0 on the Cartan subalgebra h) and the facts that Kq = q and KJ = ωJ we
easily get
Lemma 6.1. If K is an automorphism of order p defining the Zp reduction then
(35) Λ± ◦ K = ωK ◦ Λ±.
But then, taking into account that Λ˜± = Ad(ψˆ0(x))Λ±Ad(ψ0(x)), we get also that
(36) Λ˜± ◦ H = ωH ◦ Λ˜±.
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Since the Killing form is invariant under automorphisms, we get immediately that
(37) N ◦ K = ωK ◦N, N˜ ◦ H = ωH ◦ N˜ .
Now, q → S(q) maps functions taking values in g[s]K to functions taking values in g[1]H , so
in fact dF is identically zero restricted to g[s]K with s = 0 (mod (p)). Since (g[s]K )∗ = g[p−s]K
and (g[s]H )
∗ = g[p−s]H we see immediately that Q and Q˜ trivialize when restricted to the
new manifolds of potentials. Also, the first equation in (31) is still true, but the second
trivializes to give 0 = 0. However, the relation (33) do not trivialize and one sees that
it is compatible with the algebraic properties of the operators involved in it. Moreover,
considering the following relations, which are also a consequence from (32)
(38) N˜s(N˜Q˜) = N˜2[dF ] ◦Ns(NQ) ◦ ([dF ])∗
we see that they trivialize exactly when s = 0 mod (p). But this means that on the
new manifolds of potentials “survive” only the P-N structures (NQ,Npk) (respectively
(N˜Q˜, N˜pk)) and therefore, the Nijenhuis tensor when we have Zp reduction will be Np,
N˜p just as we have seen in the particular cases we have described in the above. As for
the NLEEs (or the fundamental fields of the above P-N structures), we see that for the
system L˜, after the Zp reduction, just as it was the case for the system L, “survive” the
fields:
(39) N˜kp+sH˜, H ∈ g[s]H , s = 0, 1, . . . p− 1; k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Let us mention that we have developed the theory starting from the system L and passing
to the system L˜. Starting from L˜ and passing to L is also possible and in fact has been
performed in the case of the system we call the GMV system. In this case one has the
system L˜ = i∂x − λS where S(x) takes values in the orbit OJ of some element J ∈ g. In
this case we need to “undress” S, that is, to find g such that S = gˆJg. This g plays the
role of ψ0 and the things unroll in the opposite direction the same way as when we pass
from L to L˜.
7. – Comments and conclusions
We have shown that the effect of the Mikhailov-type reductions of the Generating
Operators associated with Caudrey-Beals-Coifman systems in canonical and in pole gauge
have a transparent geometric interpretation, confirming the discoveries of the spectral ap-
proach to the theory of the Generating Operators, namely that if we had at the beginning
a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure (N,P ) then after a Zp reduction defined by an automor-
phism of order p we have a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure (Np, P ) defined on some sub-
manifold. Our considerations also show that the relations between the Poisson-Nijenhuis
structures is not destroyed by the reductions and therefore we can again speak about
gauge-covariant theory of these operators.
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